La Dolce Vita 2015-16

La Dolce Vita Info
Specs:
Builder: Lazzara
Designer: Lazzara
Flag of Registry: United States
Documentation Number:
Dimensions:
LOA: 80'
Beam: 20'
Minimum Draft: 4' 6"
Displacement: 117,000 LBS

Engines:
Engine Brand: MTU Blue Line
Engine(s) Total Power: 2600 HP
Engine Model: 12V183TE94
Cruising Speed: 23 knots
Maximum Speed: 27 knots

Captain and Crew:
Chris Brown - Captain
Jay Engelder - Captain
James Hume - Engineer
Mike Anadiotis - Crew
Tatiana Sanchez - Steward/Assistant Cook

Amenities:
1 Owner Suite w/ Full Bath,
King Size Bed
2 VIP Rooms w/ Full Bath,
Queen Size Bed
1 Forward Suite w/ Full Bath,
Full Size Bed
1 Forward Twin Bunk, Full Bath
3rd Floor Full Size Sofa Pull-out
Full Kitchen
Outdoor grill
3 dining areas
Water Maker
Diving Tanks
On-board refill stations
Toys:
1 16' 2012 BubbleShark 90HP
Inflatable RIB Tender
2 2013 Seadoos

Sample 3-Day Itinerary for Longboat Key Weekend Trip
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Friday
Guests arrive at airport
Shuttle service to “La Dolce Vita” by Mike Anadiotis
Meet and Greet with James & Deana Jannetides and
settle into staterooms and tour of La Dolce Vita
Lunch onboard
Depart St. Pete
Arrive Long Boat Key – Check into Marina and
receive Guest Resort Cards
Resort Shuttle to Barefoot’s - Shuttle will pick up at
the marina
Music and refreshments at Barefoot’s – Resort
Casual Attire - Collared shirts and pants
Dinner at Sands Pointe - Collared shirts and pants
Resort Shuttle back to La Dolce Vita – Let the Resort
Staff know when you are ready!
Saturday
Resort Shuttle to Breakfast and Spa
Breakfast at Spike and Tees
Spa Appointments for the ladies.
Free Time for the gentlemen
Lunch at Barefoot’s – Beach Attire
Free Time! Explore Longboat Key
La Dolce Vita Jet Skis
Shopping – St. Armand’s Circle has lots of
shopping!
Beach time
Festa Del Vino Italiano – At the marina – Resort Casual attire
– Collared shirts and pants
Sunday
Depart Long Boat Key
Arrive St. Pete and Breakfast onboard
Guests depart for airport

Upper dining area
Sample 7-Day Itinerary for Bahamas Trip
Day 1
Depart from Nassau Harbour, pass the Porgee rock across the White and Yellow Banks for the 35 NM
run to Allan Cay. Overnight between Allan’s Cay and Highborne Cay.
Day 2
Hang out with some special island friends, the iguanas, at this well protected Iguana habitat and there
are literally hundreds everywhere. A special place. Enjoy beach or take a ride on personal watercraft
or Dive the wall or go fishing for grouper, snapper, dolphin, or tuna. Options are limitless. Venture
South East to Norman Cay to check out the wreck of an old drug-running airplane shot down by the
authorities. It sits in about 3 feet of water, have your picture taken in the cockpit!
Day 3
Cruise on to Hawksbill Cay, one of the most attractive cays in the Bahamas Exumas Cay Land and
Sea Park. It is uninhabited and has several beautiful beaches on the Western side. Anchor here and
enjoy the nature. Explore the Mangrove creeks. Visit driftwood beach by traveling into mangrove
creeks and crossing dunes. Climb up Driftwood point for a great view. Visit the nurse shark breeding
grounds located between Shroud and Hawksbill Cay. Visit the north portion of the Exumas Land and
Sea Park for beautiful snorkeling grounds.
Day 4
Up anchor and head for Compass Cay with its bold white cliffs and sweeping beach on the South
end. There is a Marina here that is quite comfortable or anchor off Fowl Cay or Big Majors for a
pleasant meal and sunset cocktails. Feed the swimming pigs at Big Majors spot.
Day 5
Head SE to Staniel Cay; where there is a Marina and Yacht Club with a well renowned bar! Pick up
a mooring off the Club Thunderball where the James Bond movie, Thunderball, was filmed. The
snorkeling and diving is quite spectacular here so don’t miss it. Grab a guide and try bonefishing at
Harvey’s Cay.
Day 6
Make your way back through the cays stopping to visit your favorite spots. Overnight at Highbourne
Cay.
Day 7
After a wonderful breakfast, pick up speed here and head across the Banks to Porgee Rock and tuck
your self into West Bottom Harbour on Rose Island for the night. It’s about an hour to Nassau Harbour
from here. What a week of fun it the sun!
This should give you a sampling of what a week as our guest may look like. It is a true once-in-alifetime experience that I am certain you and your families would enjoy.
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Potentially Available

2016 Itinerary

Booked
Available

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

A 2002 Lazzara 80’ Sport Cabriolet.
Upon entering the Lazzara 80 SC
your breath is immediately taken
away by the attention to detail and
beauty. As you walk throughout the
vessel you will be amazed by her
size, as she feels much larger than
80 feet!
Her interior offers panoramic views
from the Main Salon, Dining Area,
Galley and Skylounge. The rich
wood details and fluted columns
create an enchanting atmosphere.
The
interior
accommodations
include three staterooms amidship
and two additional cabins forward
that can be used either for crew or
additional guests. There are also five
heads plus an on deck Day Head.
The wonderful country kitchen
design is one of the many fabulous
entertaining areas for you and your
guests to enjoy.
Lazzara’s 80 SC performance is
unsurpassed and is powered by
MTU Blue Line Series @ 1300hp
each.
ACCOMMODATIONS

AFT DECK:
The Aft Deck has teak table/seating
group and teak serving bar equipped
with a refrigerator.
Bring your guests here to watch

fabulous sunsets while enjoying an
exotic drink. Lighting and speakers
under the hardtop help set the mood.
Leading down to the sport deck are
wide teak stairs with S.S. handrails.
The sport deck area has fresh water
wash down; hot and cold hand held
shower, dockside water connection;
two pods that house two updated
4-stroke personal water craft
vehicles. A davit is cleverly hidden
in the bulwark to launch and retrieve
a tender. The Fore Deck has a
spacious sun pad and is yet another
wonderful place to relax and enjoy
the views.
SALON:
Enter the spacious Grand Salon
through double sliding stainless
steel curved glass doors and
prepare yourself for an atmosphere
of refinement and elegance yet
an inviting setting for intimate
gatherings or parties. Exotic African
cherry wood; high gloss on lower
walls and wood window sills; custom
design fabrics and accessories;
upholstered cornices; spacious
seating; overhead ceiling treatment
which include halogen mini spots
throughout the salon and dining
area that provide ample light and
rich carpeting. The entertainment
system offers TV, surround sound

stereo CD/DVD player. This vessel
is appealing even to those with the
most discriminating eye.

FORMAL DINING:
Forward of the Grand Salon
separated by the fluted columns
and a built-in buffet is the Formal
Dining Area. The oval cherry wood
dining table comfortably seats six
and is stunning with the makore
starburst pattern. Aft of the table
is a buffet with three cabinets and
three drawers for accessories. An
excellent example of the fine Lazzara
craftsmanship found throughout the
80SC is the curved front beveled
glass cabinet which offer interior
lighting to display fine stemware
and plates. They flank a specially
lit art niche suitable for your finest

Master Stateroom
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Start/End
Away Route
Return Route
Start/End

Staniel Cay, Exuma, Bahamas
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Staniel Cay, Exuma, Bahamas
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Master Bathroom
painting. Below are cabinets and
drawers for dinnerware and table
linens to ensure you have enough
space for all of your storage for
additional dining accessories. The
buffet serves a as divider for the
stairs to the lower deck.

MASTER STATEROOM:
The full beam Master Suite is
brilliantly decorated as is the rest of
the yacht. A king size center-lined
bed has a solid wood base that offers
five large storage drawers beneath.
The frame of the bed again shows
off the craftsmanship of Lazzara’s
woodworking capabilities. A twisted
rope molding is above the drawers
and the corners are fluted to keep
with the continuity of the rest of the
vessel. The bed has rope lighting
in the toe kick that illuminates the
area. Nightstands are on both sides
of the bed. Wall mounted Fine
Art light sconces are above each
nightstand. Between the lamps there
is a custom upholstered headboard
with a large beveled mirror above.
The overhead has a curved wood

crown molding with both rope lights
and mini halogen spots as reading
lights. Overhead is a mirrored panel
with eight halogen mini spots in the
surrounding molding. To starboard
aft is a chest of drawers with three
open shelves above for decorative
items or books. There is additional
drawer space and two open shelves
above the bureau. Forward is a
desk/vanity and chair. A walk-in

VIP Stateroom - Starboard

closet provides built-in drawers and
shelves; shoe racks and hanging
space. To the rear of the closet is
another lockable storage space that
allows for luggage storage without
taking space from the closet. A full
size mirror is hung on the interior
door. A manual safe is hidden in the
closet for personal items or cash
to Port are matching bureaus with
open shelves. Between the two

bureaus is a two-person settee with
additional storage under cushion
seat. Both port and starboard have
fixed panoramic oval port lights that
have sliding Shoji screens. On the
forward bulkhead is a Flatscreen
LCD TV.

EN-SUITE MASTER HEAD:
Subtle tone on damask pattern is
used for more formality. The makore
(cherry wood) full width vanity
cabinet is curved at the front and
has under-mounted his/her sinks
and a creme marfil countertop with
waterfall edge. All the fixtures are in
gold and chrome finishes. Above are
five mirrored panels of which two
are large medicine cabinets. The
enclosed full size Jacuzzi bathtub
offers dual shower heads, one
fixed and one hand held. Marble
tub surround and walls add to the
richness of this inviting Jacuzzi tub.
The toilet is a Microphor model.
Adjacent is a mirrored door that is
the linen closet. The Head’s lighting
is from nine overhead halogen mini
spots. The head also has an exhaust
fan. Flooring is done in marble.

VIP STATEROOM - STBD:
The starboard stateroom is a mirror
of the port stateroom. Utilizing half
the beam of the yacht to its best
advantage, the queen berth in the
Port VIP Guest Stateroom is athwart
ships and walk-around on three
sides. The high gloss makore wood
base has four large drawers for
storage. Toe rope lighting, twisted
rope trim and fluted corners complete
the base. Above the upholstered
headboard is an inset mirrored area
with a two door cabinet fore and aft.
In the aft cabinet is a JVC KDS 670
AM/FM/CD player. Above are two

opening stainless steel portholes,
an upholstered valance with rope
lighting above, Duette shades and
reading lights. The hanging locker
is cedar lined and has a mirror on
the exterior of the door. At the foot
of the berth in the forward corner is
a curved corner cabinet with two
doors below, two open shelves and
a Samsung 13” LCD TV above.
The En-suite VIP Head has a makore
(cherry wood) curved vanity cabinet
with under-mount sink, fixtures,
bull nosed marble countertops that
match the sole and a Microphor
china toilet. The fiberglass stall
shower has a clear glass door with
sidelight, and a hand held or wall
mountable fixture. Also in this head
is an exhaust fan, an AC outlet and
four overhead mini-spots.
VIP STATEROOM PORT:
Utilizing half the beam of the
yacht to its best advantage, the
queen berth in the Port VIP Guest
Stateroom is athwart ships and
walk-around on three sides. The
high gloss makore wood base has
four large drawers for storage. Toe
rope lighting, twisted rope trim and
fluted corners complete the base.
Above the upholstered headboard
is an inset mirrored area with a
two door cabinet fore and aft. In
the aft cabinet is a JVC KDS 670
AM/FM/CD player. Above are two
opening stainless steel portholes,
an upholstered valance with rope
lighting above, Duette shades and
reading lights. The hanging locker
is cedar lined and has a mirror on

the exterior of the door. At the foot
of the berth in the forward corner is
a curved corner cabinet with two
doors below, two open shelves and
a Samsung 13” LCD TV above.
The En-suite VIP Head has a makore
(cherry wood) curved vanity cabinet
with under-mount sink, fixtures,
bull nosed marble countertops that
match the sole and a Microphor
china toilet. The fiberglass stall
shower has a clear glass door with
sidelight, and a hand held or wall
mountable fixture. Also in this head
is an exhaust fan, an AC outlet and
four overhead mini-spots.

FLY BRIDGE:
The enclosed fly bridge is cabriolet
style meaning the forward center
windshield and the port and
starboard windows electrically
retract. This enchanting area offers
360 degree panoramic views of
the ocean and sky and is sure to
be a favorite place. A cherry wood
electronic instrumentation display
console features an updated 2008
State-of-the-Art navigational and
electronic equipment. Port and
starboard storage cabinets adorned
with fluted African cherry wood
columns separate the helm and
lounge area. Double curved glass
doors lead to the Sun Deck. The aft
bridge deck is sure to be a place to
host many gatherings. The original
cumbersome
fixed
fiberglass
seating area has been removed for a
more versatile out door experience.
Fiberglass storage cabinets with
refrigerator and grill make cooking

VIP Stateroom - Port
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• Marine toilet, full size
• Receptacle, 120 volt
• Wood valance with lighting
overhead
• LED night-light and light switches

up the day’s catch fun for all!

CAPTAINS CABIN:
Full size raised berth with deep
storage below Night stand with
storage and brass actuator latches
Storage cabinets with doors and
brass actuators Storage cabinet
with open shelving, outboard Wallmounted reading light.
• Carpeting

•
•
•
•
•

Hanging locker/cedar lined
Indirect lighting
Mirrored closet door
Private access to head
Brass double towel bars and
tissue holder
• Wall-mounted tumbler and soap
dish
• Mirrored medicine cabinet
• Marble floor

EN-SUITE HEAD:
• Cherry vanities with under sink
and marble countertop
• Kohler single lever faucet
• Enclosed shower stall
• Shampoo holder
• Grohe hand-held shower faucet
and shower head
• Reading light
• Receptacle, 120 volt (2)
• One of two on board washer/
dryer sets
• Telephone outlet
• Computer outlet
• Access to lower forward bridge
area
• STUDY AREA off of Captain’s
room includes:
• Desk with drawers and chair
• Book shelf, acrylic
• 15 TV, LCD flat screen
• Stereo/CD player
• Opening ports

CREW QUARTERS:
• Two (2) over/under berths with
drawer storage below
• Dresser with storage below
• Upper storage cabinets with
doors, starboard side
• Upper storage cabinets with
open shelving, port side
• Bed base upholstered in Majilite

with wood trim
• Hanging cedar lined locker with
mirrored closet door
• Private access to head
• 15 LCD flat screen TV and
entertainment system
• Receptacle, 120 volt
• Wood valance with lighting
overhead
• LED night-light and light switches
• En-suite Head:
• Cherry vanities with under sink
and marble countertop
• Kohler single lever faucet
• Brass double towel bars and
tissue holder
• Wall-mounted tumbler and soap
dish
• Mirrored medicine cabinet
• Marine toilet, full size
• Marble floor
• Enclosed shower stall
• Shampoo holder
• Grohe hand-held shower faucet
and shower head
• Bilge pumps (3) 24 volt, one per
bilge compartment
• LSR drive unit, stainless steel
• Dockside connection with (2)
pressure reducing valves
• Custom designed stainless steel
rudders
• Generator and main engine sea
strainers
• Compressed air marine toilet
system
• Fire protection system automatic and manual
• TRAC Stabilizers, hydraulic, two
fins
• Fresh water outlet in engine room
• Bow thruster, electric upper and
lower control stations
• Fresh water wash down on fore
and aft deck and bridge
• Central vacuum system
• Fuel lines - aircraft type, solid,
flexible tubing, stainless
• Removable engine room hatch
flooring
• Fuel tank - fiberglass
• Mechanical gauges on engines
• Electronic engine controls combo clutches and throttles
• 120 volt compressors with
receiver tank
• Holding tank with access for
pump out
• Compressed air service outlet in
engine room

Captains Cabin
• Hydraulic steering - power
assisted - engine driven
• Electronic engine synchronizers
• Chrome engine oil filters package
• Oil changing system for engines
and generators
• Overhead handrails on engine
room overhead
• Oil reserve tank - 30 gals. used
and 30 gals. new
• Workbench with vise in engine
room
• Propellers - 5 blades
• Dripless shaft logs
• Sea cocks - underwater bronze
thru hulls
• Two multi-purpose storage
cabinets in engine room
• Shafts - (2) 3 Aquamet 22 HS
• Delta-T frequency controlled vain
axial engine room fans
• Underwater engine exhausts with
idle bypass
MAIN DECK:
• Anchor windlass, electric,
vertical, with chain stopper

Burgee staff, custom fabricated
• stainless steel, with burgee flag
• Fore deck sunpad, pneumatic
assisted opening, with storage
under, lighted Stainless steel
• rails on main deck Foredeck
wash down
• Anchor chute, stainless steel
• Hawse pipes with stainless steel
guideposts
• Hinged rails forward for side
boarding, port and starboard
• Trac Learned Logic Stabilizer
System
• Bow, spring and stern cleats,
stainless steel, custom
• Vinyl upholstered foredeck
sunpad cushion
• Dockside water connection one
forward, one aft
• Deck fills: water and waste
removal
• Forward hatch to bow cabin
• Fuel fill aft
• Logo, stainless steel

Crew Bunks
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www.bubblesharkboats.com/charters
We monitor Channel 71
For more information email: ulc@uloft.com
Chris Brown			
CaptainChris@uloft.com		

James Hume
jd@uloft.com

